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Featured Online Event

Intricacies of Trans*
Voices Workshop
Tuesday, February 20, 2022 EST
In the “Intricacies of Trans* Voices”
workshop, Ari Agha and mezzoAri Agha
soprano Rabuel Aviles will guide us
through the nuances of the voice for transmasculine and
transfeminine singers. Dr. Agha will present a deep-dive into
their vocal journey with testosterone therapy through their
ground-breaking research: Key of T. Rabuel Aviles will present
on the intricacies of working with transfeminine singers.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Colleagues,
I am thrilled to introduce you all to Pyeng Threadgill, NYSTA's
newest board member. Pyeng is a Brooklyn based American
blues, jazz, and soul singer, composer, and record producer.
With her two first albums “Sweet Home: The Music of Robert
Johnson” and “Of The Air,” she has toured both nationally
and internationally, headlining music venues and festivals
from Montreal Jazz Festival to Yoshi’s San Francisco, from
Cognac Blues Festival in Cognac, France to the Blue Note
Late Night Series.
Pyeng was a featured artist in the 2007 music documentary
Retour à Gorée, starring Senegalese vocalist/composer Youssou
N’Dour. She later appeared at the Montreux Jazz Festival with
this project. As a guest artist, she has appeared with Marc
Cary, Urban Bush Women, Hattie Gossett, and Contra Tiempo
among others.

Elizabeth Saunders

As a voice and movement teacher, Pyeng Threadgill is
certified in Alexander Technique and Somatic Voicework. She
is currently writing a fusion memoir combining poetry, prose,
monologues, lyrics, and personal essays to explore the voice
and the ways it emerges in our blood, body, lives, and artistic
expression. You can learn more about her at pyengnyc.com.
You can look forward to her rich, diverse musical background
influencing upcoming programming and VOICEPrints content.

Elizabeth Saunders
President, New York Singing Teachers Association (NYSTA)
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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
Dear Colleagues,
Happy New Year! I hope this issue of VOICEPrints finds you
in good health and optimistic about 2022!
Many of my colleagues have lamented that this past semester
has been the hardest yet of the pandemic. I, for one, will be
using the majority of January to rest and recharge, as the
need for self-care is overwhelming. (Rest and recharge…and
memorize a recital, of course.)

Jennifer D’Agostino

Recently, the podcasts I listen to during my commute have
focused on strategies for handling stress and relationships.
It has been nice to challenge some of my beliefs on personal
interactions and setting up healthy boundaries. As a voice
teacher and artist, it’s easy to believe that all relationships can
and should be deep and personal, as we’re sharing our most
vulnerable selves through music. But I haven’t lost anything in
establishing new boundaries; rather, I am able to protect myself
while maintaining professional relationships. The amount of
stress I carry on a daily basis has been greatly diminished, and
I encourage you to prioritize your own sanity by establishing
boundaries where needed. Perhaps this is the self-care you
need to start off the new year?
This issue contains an interview on college auditions and a
book review on So You Want To Sing Early Music, written by Dr.
William Hudson. The college audition interview was a brainchild of mine, as voice teacher social media forums are swamped
with audition questions. I received responses from colleagues
teaching at three different colleges, and I am eager to archive
their ideas in this VOICEPrints feature. Although it strays
somewhat from our scholarly peer-review format, I hope it
provides responses for our many independent teachers and
the future college hopefuls in their studios.
The author of the book review is Dr. William Hudson, an early
music scholar and performer who currently teaches at Illinois
Wesleyan University. He was the first person I thought of when
asked to review the early music version of the So You Want To
Sing series. I appreciate that he includes citations to common
and less-than-commonly known texts, making this a “go to”
review for anyone interested in learning more about singing
early music.

Jennifer D’Agostino
Editor-in-Chief, VOICEPrints
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2022 EVENTS CALENDAR
Intricacies of Trans* Voices Workshop
In the “Intricacies of Trans* Voices” workshop, Ari Agha and
mezzo-soprano Rabuel Aviles will guide us through the nuances of
the voice for transmasculine and transfeminine singers. Dr. Agha
will present a deep-dive into their vocal journey with testosterone
therapy through their groundbreaking research: Key of T.
Rabuel Aviles will present on the intricacies of working with
transfeminine singers.
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Tuesday, February 20, 2022 EST

Ari Agha (Ph.D., they/them) is a genderqueer singer, creator,
researcher, and writer. At age 39, Ari had to decide whether they
Ari Agha
were willing to risk their singing voice to get relief from gender
dysphoria by taking testosterone, or “T,” as part of their gender transition. Upon deciding to begin
testosterone therapy, they started Key of T, the first rigorous study of transgender singing voice
transition with exogenous (external) testosterone, with University of Calgary voice faculty Laura
Hynes (D.M.A). In addition to oral and written presentations of project findings, Key of T is an
interdisciplinary vocal/music theater performance and a documentary short film.
Since 2014, Ari has made their home in Canada in Treaty 7 territory in Southern Alberta, also known
as Calgary. Ari works for wages as a leader of Policy, Partnerships, and Research with Calgary
Housing Company. They advocate feminism, anti-racism, decolonization, and trans rights. You
can reach Ari at ari.agha.arc@gmail.com and their blog at www.genderqueerme.com.

Marcella Sembrich: A Legacy Revisited
Sunday, May 15, 2022, 2:30 PM--4:30 PM, EDT
The great Polish-American soprano Marcella Sembrich (1858-1935)
played a major role in American musical society, first on the roster
of the Metropolitan Opera, then as a touring concert singer, and
finally as director of the voice faculties at the Curtis Institute
and The Juilliard Graduate School. Her students, including Queena
Mario and Alma Gluck, also sang at the Metropolitan and other
houses across the US; many became influential voice teachers,
passing on the bel canto tradition taught to Sembrich by Lamperti.
This presentation will focus on Sembrich’s career and influence
within the US and her part in the development of American
musical culture during the early 20th century. It will be moderated
by Caleb Eick (he/him), Director of Outreach for The Sembrich, a
museum and performance center honoring the great soprano on
Lake George in upstate New York. Eick, a baritone and active
chamber music performer, participates in the museum’s research
and collection preservation efforts, and recently completed a
fellowship with the Institute for Nonprofit Leadership and
Community Development at SUNY Albany. He holds a master
of music in vocal performance and pedagogy from East Carolina
University and is currently completing his studies in visual and
performing arts management at NYU.
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NYSTA Professional Development Program
NYSTA’S Oren Lathrop Brown Professional Development Program
is a series of online classes designed for teachers of singing, led by
leading experts in the field. The goal of the program is two-fold.
First, we provide our students with contemporary, evidence-based
content that is designed to further their understanding of the voice.
Second, we provide real-world connections between the pedagogical
information and what actually takes place in the voice studio.
Graduates of the PDP will not only have a deep understanding of
voice science and pedagogy, but they will also greatly improve their
effectiveness in the studio.
The CORE curriculum is designed to give our students a wellrounded foundation in vocal pedagogy. Students begin with
Anatomy and Physiology where they learn how the voice works
and the role the body plays in sound production. They then move
to Acoustics and Resonance where they learn how acoustics impact
singing and how to change the acoustic output of a singer through
knowledge and practical application. Vocal Health is next where
students are guided through discussions on multiple topics led by
leading vocal health experts. In Developmental Repertoire, students
learn how to be effective in selecting repertoire for their singers at
any stage of development. The final course is Applied Pedagogy
where ways of increasing effectiveness in the studio are explored.
The entire program has an equal emphasis on classical, musical
theater, and CCM styles of singing.
The courses are asynchronous, and you can start them at any time.
Once you begin the course, you will have 3 months to complete all of
the modules and assignments. Each course consists of online quizzes
and three assignments that will be turned in throughout the course.

Oren Lathrop Brown

Amanda Flynn

In order to receive the Distinguished Voice Professional Certificate (DVP), you will need to pass
all of the courses with a B- (80) or higher. (See the current DVP list on the following page.)
Each course will cost $300 for NYSTA members and $350 for non-members. There is a financial
advantage to being a member, so we strongly encourage non-members to consider NYSTA
membership before signing up for the courses.
If you have questions about the Professional Development Program, please contact PDP Director
Amanda Flynn (she/her) at pdpdirector@nyst.org.
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NYSTA Distinguished Voice Professionals
Catherine Aks
Lawrence Alexander
Adrienne Angel
Tania Apelbaum
Maria Argyros
Nancy Bos
Alan Bowers
Enzo Citarelli
Jan Eric Douglas
Barbara Dyer
Jack Eppler
Carol Flamm
Amanda Flynn
Ena Freeman
Robin Lynne Frye
Candace Goetz
Hilda Harris
Grace Hart
Kari Hatfield
Matthew Hoch
Katherine Hoffman
Patricia Kadvan
Taina Kataja
Joan Lader
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Layne Littlepage
Rosemary Lohmann
Peter J. Ludwig
Natasha Lutov
Christina Matula
Bruce McClurg
Josephine Mongiardo
Bruce Moore
James Henry Moore
Fonteini Moschidi
Lili Nehman
Janet Pranschke
Kari Ragan
Bethany Reeves
Michelle Rosen
David Sabella-Mills
Jane Seaman
Patricia C. Sheridan
Ajda Snyder
Justin Stoney
Charlotte Surkin
Debra Vanderlinde
Jody Weatherstone
Ann Marie Wilcox-Daehn
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BOOK REVIEW: So You Want To Sing Early Music:
A Guide for Performers
by Martha Elliott
Review by William Hudson
Of all the titles in this series, “So You Want To Sing Early Music”
may be the single most daunting subject to tackle. The term “Early
Music” and its more recent moniker, “Historically-Informed
Performance,” can refer to any music from Ancient Greece through
Stravinsky and the early 20th century. The author smartly narrows
the focus of her book to that of the Baroque era, “putting its
repertoire and style in context by examining medieval and
Renaissance trends.”1
Martha Elliott is well-known within the historically-informed
performance circles as an excellent performer and scholar. She has
years of experience singing all manner of repertoire and she is
currently a member of the performance faculty at Princeton
University. Additionally, she is the author of Singing in Style:
A Guide to Vocal Performance Practices, 2 a historical overview
of singing styles from the Baroque to the contemporary.
Unfortunately, Singing in Style, by its scope, could only include a
brief overview of the performance of Baroque vocal music, so
I was particularly delighted to see that she had devoted a book
specifically to the performance of Baroque vocal music.
Each chapter discusses a different topic within historicallyinformed performance practice and ends with an “Additional
Resources” section, lists of suggested articles, books, and scores for
the reader to explore each subject more deeply. The book also has
a companion website where the reader can access supplemental
material, and these references to online material are indicated by
an eighth note printed in the text. Most of the online supplements
are YouTube videos of performances that the author uses as sound
examples of the written concepts presented throughout the book.
Occasionally, these also include PDFs of historical treatise excerpts
and scores.

Martha
Elliott

1

Martha Elliott, So You
Want To Sing Early Music:
A Guide for Performers
(Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield), 2019.
2

Martha Elliott, Singing in
Style: A Guide to Vocal
Performance Practices (New
Haven, CT: Yale University
Press), 2007.

Chapter One is an excellent historical overview of the subject,
ranging from the Middle Ages through the high Baroque. Elliott
briefly discusses some of the major composers and national styles
as well as innovations that occurred, such as the development of
notation, polyphony, and the use of musica ficta, a thorny topic
often encountered when performing any medieval music. I
appreciate the author’s brief definition of musica ficta, including a
caveat that the historically-informed Early Music performer needs
to know what musica ficta is and that they will have to engage with
it in certain repertoires. The historical overview continues with a
discussion of Baroque repertoires and composers. One quibble
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about this chapter is in the “Additional Resources” section.
The inclusion of so many individual references to The New
Grove Dictionary and The New Oxford Companion to Music
made the reference list unwieldy and obscured important texts
such as A Performer’s Guide to Renaissance Music by Jeffery
Kite-Powell or Sadie and Brown’s Performance Practice: Music
Before 1600 to a potential novice. A singular, annotated note
explaining the usefulness of The New Grove Dictionary and The
New Oxford Companion to Music as resources would suffice.
The So You Want To Sing series include common chapters in
many of the books. The second and third chapters in Elliot’s
book are “Singing and Voice Science” by Scott McCoy and
“Vocal Health for the Early Music Singer” by Wendy LeBorgne.
These common chapters, while presenting useful information
for all singers, present no information regarding vocal
requirements specific to singing Early Music. There is
precedence for including generic chapters within a series.
One is reminded of the chapter on breathing that was included
in each edition of the Richard Miller series, Training Tenor/
Soprano/Baritone Voices. 3 I would have welcomed a scientific
discussion on the production of vibrato in a musical style that
is not based solely on maximizing breath pressure.
The fourth chapter is Elliott’s “The Grandfathers of Voice
Pedagogy,” worthwhile reading for any student of vocal
pedagogy and especially for those who are studying historical
vocal performance. She begins with the important and often
forgotten caveat that treatises are problematic at best. To
accurately describe the function of the voice in modern terms
is difficult enough, but to translate a centuries-old description
from a foreign language and from a time when there was no
agreement on terminology is extraordinarily difficult; for
example, one author’s trill is another’s tremolo. Although
Elliott begins her argument well before Tosi’s treatise from
1723, the descriptions of the various treatises and writers
follow the style of Berton Coffin’s 1989 text Historical Vocal
Pedagogy Classics. 4
The fifth chapter, “Elements of Baroque Style,” is the longest
and arguably the most valuable of the text, as it is here that
Elliott weds the historical research with actual performance
practice. Following on from explaining what is and what
isn’t presented in the score, she discusses topics such as
instrumentation, tempo, dynamics, articulation, rhythm, and
vibrato. On this last topic, she expertly presents the conflicting
opinions about using or not using vibrato while singing Early
Music repertoire. Instead of promoting one position over the
other, Elliott advocates for using a flexible and variable vibrato,
controlled by the speed and pressure of the airflow in order to
bring variety to one’s performance.
The final twenty-nine pages of Chapter Five deal with national
styles of ornamentation. The subject of Baroque ornamentation
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3

Richard Miller, Training Tenor
Voices (New York: Schirmer
Books, 1993).

4

Berton Coffin, Historical Vocal
Pedagogy Classics (Metuchen,
NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1989).

5

Frederick Neumann,
Ornamentation in Baroque
and Post-Baroque Music:
With Special Emphasis on J.S.
Bach (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1978).
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is enormous—Frederick Neumann dedicates 630 pages to the
subject in his book, Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-Baroque
Music. 5 Here, Elliott uses copious musical excerpts from a
variety of sources, printed as figures within the text.
She skillfully synthesizes the main goals and styles of
ornamentation. In addition to the printed examples, an Online
Supplement indicator allows the user to hear the ornament
under discussion, thus altogether providing the student
of Baroque performance practice a good starting point.
Unfortunately, the images of musical examples are not of a
high enough resolution and are not reproduced clearly. Most
examples are legible, but Figure 5.13 (p. 121), an excerpt of
Ferrabosco’s “Why Stayes the Bridegroome,” is so small that
the low resolution renders it nearly illegible.
The remaining three chapters, “It’s All Chamber Music,”
“Know the Score,” and “Using All the Tools” deal with
practical, real-world issues that an Early Music performer must
know. Suggestions on how to practice and what to listen for
when preparing a song were welcome additions, as was the
explanation of historical pitch. Elliott did not describe
individual temperaments; instead, she explains how Early
Music ensembles often use A=415Hz rather than modern
A=440Hz, very important information for a young singer
who has been contracted for their first Messiah performance.
“Know the Score” highlights the importance of understanding
the nature of differing editorial practices in complete works
editions, critical editions, and facsimiles in order to help the
singer be more critical when evaluating their own scores. This
is particularly important in our age of digital access where the
provenance of a downloaded score may not be discernible.
The final chapter, “Using All the Tools,” offers the novice
performer a number of resources to find more information
about historically-informed performance, from degreegranting academic institutions to summer workshops to
competitions and societies.
The three appendices to the book are written by a wide range
of performer-scholars in the field. “So You Want to be a
Consort Singer?” by Gabriel Crouch, “Singing with Players”
by members of La Spirita viola da gamba consort, and
“Approximating the Past” by Jamie Reuland; each offers some
additional and useful practical advice on performing Early
Music. So You Want To Sing Early Music would be a valuable
addition to any performer’s library. I especially encourage nonspecialist studio teachers to add this book to their collection
in order to familiarize themselves more with this fascinating
subject. Historically-informed performance of Baroque music
is no longer a niche market and should be a part of every
undergraduate studio experience.
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Highly sought after as a specialist
in historical performance, tenor
William Hudson has been
described as “positively hypnotic”
by Gramophone magazine. He
earned his Doctor of Music from
the Jacobs School of Music at
Indiana University in Vocal
Performance, Early Music and his
Master of Music degree in Early
Music Vocal Performance from
Longy School of Music.
In 2017, Dr. Hudson was awarded
a prestigious NEH grant to direct
the seminar “Courtly Lyric in the
Medieval French Tradition: Poetry
as Performance.” In 2009 he was
the winner of the Noah Greenberg
award recognizing his contributions
to the field of Early Music
performance. He has taught at the
Madison Early Music Festival
and has workshopped Baroque
singing styles and ornamentation
throughout the United States,
including at the University of
Alabama, the University of
Toledo, Webster University, and
at the 2020 NATS Convention.
He is currently editing 17thcentury Italian cantatas for use
in the voice studio.
Dr. Hudson is an Associate
Professor of Music at Illinois
Wesleyan University where he is
Head of the Voice and Choral area.
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College Auditions: Where to Start
by Jennifer D’Agostino
After reading so many questions on social media platforms
regarding auditions, I decided it would be helpful to reach out
to three faculty professors for an interview-style platform. I am
fortunate to have responses from Kristine Hurst-Wajszczuk
(Professor of Voice at the University of Alabama-Birmingham,)
Karen Brunssen (Professor of Voice and Opera and Northwestern
University,) and Matthew Edwards (Associate Professor of
Voice and Music Theater at Shenandoah University). Their
experience in academia provides a glimpse of "the other
side of the table," hopefully providing context for our large
membership of teachers preparing students for undergraduate
and graduate auditions.
KHW: Kristine Hurst-Wajszczuk
KB: Karen Brunssen
ME: Matthew Edwards
■ How do I pick or narrow down one specific
college program?
KHW: Do your research. What performance and showcase
opportunities does the program offer? Who are the teachers?
How often do they place graduates in top programs or tours
or apprenticeships? Are there performance opportunities for
undergrads, or will I only sing chorus while grad students sing
the leading roles? Do I have a shot at being accepted? Get
unvarnished, honest feedback from your mentors: is your level
of skill on par with the students there? Are these programs
in areas I want to live for a number of years? What are the
scholarship opportunities? Lastly, do I (or my parents) have
the money to attend? If I don’t, what kind of student loans
am I willing to take? Is there an entrepreneurship program
available so I can build ancillary skills while I hone my craft?
These days, that’s more important than ever.
KB: Don't initially narrow down what schools you are
considering. Open your mind to all possibilities and take the
time to research each school you are thinking about. You can
learn a lot on websites about a school’s curriculum, past and
current productions, opportunities for student sponsored
activities, voice teachers, opera faculty, and collaborative piano
coaches. Some schools have archives of recitals, master classes,
operas, and choral performances available online. Check to
see that you would fit within the overall school admissions
regarding SAT and ACT (if required) scores and grade point
average. Then, determine: do you want to be in a small,
medium, or large college or university? Do you have any
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VOICEPrints Editor-In-Chief
Jennifer D’Agostino is currently
a Lecturer in Applied Voice at
University of Tennessee-Knoxville.
She received her DMA at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
in Voice Performance with a minor
in Opera Production. She completed
her Master’s Degree as a member of
the Knoxville Opera Studio with the
University of Tennessee-Knoxville,
and her Bachelor’s Degree from
Baldwin-Wallace College Conservatory
of Music. D’Agostino frequently
appears in both classical and
contemporary genres. She has
presented at the Lilly Conference,
National Association of Teachers of
Singing (NATS), and the National
Collegiate Honors Council. She was
chosen as a NATS intern in 2013.
She has held teaching positions at
Alverno College, Beloit College,
Pellissippi State Technical
Community College, and Walsh
University.
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special needs and are they able to meet those at the schools
you are looking at?
For voice majors, the voice teacher is another important part
of your decision-making. See if you can take a lesson with a
variety of teachers. Many teachers stay professionally involved
through their own performing, relationships with certain
summer programs, leadership in national associations, and in
a specialty area that might be of interest to you. Do expect to
pay for these lessons as it is not a requirement for faculty to
provide them. More and more, it is very convenient to do
them on Zoom. Come to those lessons with an open mind and
willing spirit to explore different ideas and techniques, and
see if your understanding and/or singing are better, more
sophisticated, or enhanced by the end of the lesson. Did you
relate well to the instruction? Was it truly engaging for you?
Visit the school and see if you like the atmosphere, the
campus, and where you would live. COVID has affected how
prospective students can visit, so be prepared for protocols
that must be followed by the schools you visit. Before COVID
there were many visitors sitting in on classes and lessons.
That is less prevalent during these times.
If you are admitted to multiple schools, that is when you must
make a decision, ultimately narrowing it down to one school.
Financial aid may be a deciding factor. These are very different
for undergraduates as compared to graduate students. Often
undergraduate aid is based on need, and graduate aid is based
on merit. You may want to talk to someone in admissions
about your "financial package" if you have questions about
it. Some schools have students call you or suggest students
whom you can email and ask questions. Faculty often
participate in making recruitment calls. These are extremely
helpful so prepare a list of questions for when that opportunity
arises. Usually it is soon after you have received your notice of
acceptance. Don't be afraid to reach out to faculty via email.
ME: Admission to musical theater programs is so competitive
that students often have only two or three schools to choose
from after ten to fifteen auditions. I do not suggest visiting a
school before the audition because the odds of admittance
are so low. Wait until after you have been accepted. Before
the visit, you should request a meeting with the head of the
program. Ask them about their goals for graduating students,
how they approach casting, opportunities outside of
mainstage productions, showcase opportunities, professional
opportunities, and anything else that you are taking into
consideration. See if you can follow one or more students
around for the day; that way you get a chance to meet the
student body and see if it's a good fit. Ask to sit in on a voice
lesson, acting, and dance classes. When you are observing,
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take copious notes. Also make notes about your first
impressions, how you feel throughout the day, and your final
impressions. Then after you’ve visited all of the schools you’ve
been accepted to, review your notes and highlight the positives
and negatives. Think about what kind of career you want
to have and look for a program that will give you the best
foundation for pursuing your goals. Finally, just because the
school is on a top-ten list does not mean it’s the best program
for you. There are many gifted educators across the country
offering great training to young artists. Trust your instincts and
make the choice that’s right for you, not the one that’s right
for social media.
■ Do I need voice lessons before I audition?
What other resources are essential or helpful?
KHW: It never hurts to be prepared, especially if you are
hoping or required to present literature in a foreign language.
Take lessons if you can, but know that not all teachers are
created equal. Undoing the damage of poor teaching can take
years. If you’re auditioning for undergrad, many panels are
most interested in potential, not a finished product. Piano
skills are always useful! It also never hurts to ask for a sample
lesson (or lessons) before you audition: at UAB, we offer them
regularly as a recruiting tool. You want to know if you’ll be a
“fit” with a potential teacher. If nothing else, you might ask
to observe a lesson or shadow a current student for a day.
KB: You will be much better prepared if you have some voice
lessons prior to auditioning to be a vocal performance major at
a college or university. I like to ask prospective students if they
play any other instruments or if they have taken any music
theory. If they say no, I tell them to find a piano teacher posthaste and get going with understanding the language of music.
Often prospective students have shown a serious interest in
music and gathered experiences during their youth. With the
Internet there are resources for furthering your sight-singing,
music theory, and familiarity with the piano. There are many
summer programs that bring like-minded high school age
students together for a college-like experience. If you loved
music camp, that's a sign that you have a sincere interest in
pursuing a life with singing in it.
ME: For musical theater programs, you should definitely take
lessons before you audition. You cannot rely on raw talent
alone. Study with a teacher who specializes in musical theater
and has experience in evidence-based techniques for teaching
a healthy mix and belt. It’s helpful if they are good with
repertoire, but you can always hire an outside coach if you’re
struggling to find the right songs. I cannot overstate the
importance of dance training for students who are interested
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in pursuing a musical theater degree. It takes years of training
to become a coordinated mover and longer to be a top-tier
dancer. So get into dance classes as soon as you can. Also, get
into an acting class that is based on Stanislavski’s work. You
need experience outside of shows, with other people, to really
grow as an actor. When it comes to performing in shows, more
is not necessarily better. In fact, too many performances and
not enough training on the resume makes me question if you
are in this for the right reasons. Yes, what we do is fun, but to
get to the professional level, there is a lot of grueling work that
needs to be done first. We want to know that you enjoy the
process as much as the result. Having a great training section
on your resume is more important than having twenty roles.
■ What repertoire is best?
KHW: When it comes to undergrad auditions, a beautifully
prepared, musically sung art song or easier opera aria will
win you many more points than a big aria you can barely get
through. There will be time for the heavy-hitting operatic
repertoire: high school is not that time. Check audition
guidelines online and adhere to them. Do offer contrasting
styles, tempi, and languages if you are able. It’s always great
for us to get a fuller sense of what you can do.
KB: Sing classical repertoire that is age-appropriate. You will
need multiple languages. Also have a variety of songs from
different musical time periods and different textures (legato,
coloratura, fast, slow, etc.), so we get to hear different qualities
of your musical abilities. COVID has definitely set new trends
for using an app for the accompaniment rather than a live
piano. Faculty are very understanding of this. Make sure
you practice with that track often so all glitches in timing are
worked out. Many schools provide a pianist for your audition.
They should ideally be well aware of a vast amount of
repertoire and able to support you in your selected repertoire.
It is rare, where I teach, that someone brings a pianist.
ME: At my university, my colleagues and I are looking for
musical theater performers who are technically proficient, but
let the story lead the way in their performance. Most schools
ask for two songs in contrasting styles. Try to pick songs that
show different sides of you vocally and/or as a storyteller.
We want to hear your range, but I don’t recommend trying to
show off notes you can barely sing. Pick songs you can sing
reliably, even when you're sick. Sometimes you may fall in love
with a song that is on an “overdone” list. It's usually on the list
because it is impossible to play on the piano, or it only shows
vocal gymnastics, or it is done so often that you will end up
being compared to dozens of other singers instead of being
assessed as an individual. If your song is on one of those
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lists, ask yourself if there are other options. If you cannot
find another song, make sure that your choices are strong.
Finally, avoid songs with extreme emotions or exaggerated
characterizations. We want to see a real person living in
imaginary circumstances and pursuing a well defined
objective. We do not want to see you using props, throwing
your jacket across the room, or jumping off a chair and sliding
across the floor on your knees (yes, those are real examples).
Just be you. I know it’s hard to believe, but you are way more
interesting than you realize.
■ What repertoire do I avoid?
KHW: It may seem obvious to state, but if you are auditioning
for a classical program, sing classical music. Some will accept
Golden Age musical theater songs, but again, check their
guidelines.
KB: Sing classical music for classical programs. The faculty
wants to hear what you CAN do...so don't sing something
that is beyond your age and abilities and shows us what you
CAN'T do yet. Bring materials, such as a resume and repertoire
list, to share with the panel that will hear you. Include a small
headshot at the top of your resume. Putting these materials in
a folder is lovely, but not a requirement. Some provide enough
copies so each faculty member has their own. That is also
lovely, but not required.
ME: Avoid musical theater repertoire written for older adults.
For example, it's not believable to hear a high school student
singing a song about divorce. The character’s age does not
have to be the same age as the student, but the subject should
be something the student can connect with and relate to their
own life. Avoid excessive profanity, and absolutely no songs or
monologues about suicide, rape, or death. They’re too extreme
for the college audition setting where the faculty is trying to
get to know you as an artist. Also, these may be topics that hit
too close to home for the faculty, which will take their focus
away from you and your work.
■ What are panels looking for in a college essay?
KHW: Clear thinking is reflected in clear writing. Work with
your guidance counselor or writing center to hone your skills.
If you are auditioning at several schools, you should write
an essay tailored for each. No one wants to feel like they are
second fiddle!
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KB: The panel gets a good idea about your ability to write.
Can you organize and convey your thoughts? Your writing
should share meaningful truths about why you want to pursue
music. Was there an experience that sparked your lasting
interest? Is there a person that inspired you?
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ME: At my university we do not see the essay. However, my
general advice is to read the directions and make sure you
have addressed every detail requested. Do not say what you
think the faculty want to hear, but rather tell your story and
speak your truth. You never know what they are looking for
and it could be that by trying to conform, you are erasing the
part of you that is the most appealing.
■ Are there things I haven’t thought of?
KHW: Be prepared for questions in the audition. The panel
will want you to articulate why you’re interested in their
school, perhaps where else you are applying, and if you’ve met
the university-wide application deadline. If we’re not your first
choice and you make that clear in the conversation, we may
just pursue other singers more vigorously. Realize that there
are scholarship dollars available outside the music program
if you are applying to bigger universities, and often those
scholarships are more substantial than the ones in music
departments. Don’t miss those deadlines! With regard to the
audition itself, bring sheet music that is legible, double-sided,
and in an easy-to turn binder. Ask ahead of time if you should
send a PDF to the pianist, if you intend to bring your own
pianist, or if there will be a chance to rehearse with the staff
pianist before the audition. DON’T just bring a score on your
phone! (Yes, I’ve actually seen that several times. What is a
pianist supposed to do?) Always be polite to the pianist! If they
ask for your tempo, sing one of the hardest phrases. That sets
a tempo much more accurately than tapping or conducting.
Under pressure, we often get it wrong, but muscle memory
(hence, singing a phrase) is more reliable. With regard to
audition clothing, there is a range that is acceptable. No gowns
or tuxedos, but no jeans and sneakers, please. I often say that
“Sunday Best” is a good rule of thumb: ties aren’t necessary,
but we don’t want to think you just rolled out of bed either.
You could wear khakis and a brightly colored shirt and look
terrific if the clothes are pressed and your shoes are shined and
the color brings light to your face. Anything that is too tight
or short will only make you uncomfortable: I can’t count the
number of times I’ve seen a young singer pulling on a skirt
that she realizes in the moment makes her feel exposed, or
wobbling in shoes she can’t walk comfortably in, or fussing
with hair in her face. We don’t want to be concentrating on
your clothes: we want to be aware you took care with your
appearance and then we can focus on your artistry.
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KB: Be your best self always, and particularly as you consider
this important next step in your education overall and in
music specifically. Be your own best friend. Be realistic. This
is a big responsibility to which you are committing yourself.
Understand that every day is different, and that a straight line
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isn't nearly as interesting as a winding line’s twists and turns:
up, down, and around. Rather than following a prescribed
path, you are a new musical creation that is in process.
Enjoy the journey.
ME: Summer camps are a great way to get help with the
musical theater audition process. Look for programs that
specialize in audition prep and skill development. If you get
to do a performance too, that’s great. But the focus should
be on the training, not the performance.
■ What was the best audition you ever saw?
KHW: A young tenor sang “Allerseelen” by Strauss with
gorgeous German diction and such beautiful phrasing that I
couldn’t believe he was only seventeen. He didn’t sing an aria,
and none of us cared. We knew what an extraordinary singer
he was from the depth of artistry he brought to a three-page
song. He ended up singing leading roles in the operas starting
his freshman year.
KB: I don't have a memory of one audition, but I know the
combination of presentation, confidence, and interesting and
well-coached repertoire speaks loudly. However, that can
never be a substitute for fine singing. The priority is the
singing and evident musical ability!
ME: I cannot think of one specific audition, but I will say
that the best ones always have these things in common:
the student is comfortable with adults and takes control
of the room during their audition. They work well with the
accompanist, and their interactions with the students, faculty,
and staff are all positive. Their material doesn't explore
emotional extremes, the voice is functionally free, they are
not pushing, and they have a good sense of style.
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